MEMORABLE MOMENTS

Graduates, families, and friends filled Grant Hall for Fall Convocation from Nov. 13-15, making memories that will last a lifetime as six ceremonies were held and two honorary degrees were conferred by Queen’s University.

Making History

Two Queen’s faculty members – Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science Barbara Crow and Professor Jonathan Rose – were members of the Advisory Council that helped select Viola Desmond for the new $10 bill.
A ‘notable’ day for Queen’s professors

The front of the new $10 bill features an image of Viola Desmond, while the Canadian Museum for Human Rights is on the back.

Both Dr. Crow and Dr. Rose say the process was an excellent exercise in altering Canada’s conception of itself, involving wide public consultation, for which Dr. Rose praised Governor of the Bank of Canada Stephen Poloz (ArtsSci’78). Dr. Rose says the civic engagement around which woman should be on Canada’s new banknote set a precedent for significant engagement should happen, especially when considering such an important part of Canada’s national identity. “Of all the projects I have been involved with, this was probably the most exciting and really I felt privileged to be part of it, so it’s nice that Queen’s has had such an important stake in it,” he says. As a feminist and gender studies scholar, Dr. Crow says that having the conversation about what woman, and their contribution in Canadian history, spill into workplaces, coffee shops, and schools, is essential to understanding how important standing up to injustice is, something we should all aspire to and can do.

Desmond’s sister, Wanda Robson, was the first to make a purchase with the iconic bill in Winnipeg at the Canadian Museum for Human Rights, also featured on the new note. She purchased a biography of her sister.

Both Dr. Crow and Dr. Rose say they are excited to see their research contributions touching the hands of Canadians, and look forward to joining Robson very soon in spending their first ‘Dessy’.

To learn more about Viola Desmond and the new features of the $10 bill, visit the Bank of Canada website (bankofcanada.ca).

Program honours past and present researchers

Queen’s University is seeking nominations for a new program celebrating the university’s top internationally-recognized researchers.

The Distinguished University Professor program was created to recognize researchers who have made significant and lasting contributions to Queen’s and beyond. The honourees, approved by Queen’s Senate on Sept. 25, are named after past Queen’s community members who have helped make the university a special place.

The designation as a Distinguished University Professor is the highest research-related honour bestowed by Queen’s. The program is open to all individuals holding a full-time academic appointment at Queen’s.

The new honouree titles are named after:
- Ralph Allen (Fine Art)
- Allie Vibert ‘Vi’ Douglas (Arts and Science)
- Stephen Gyuymah (Arts and Science)
- George Whalley (Arts and Science)
- John Freeman (Education)
- Barrington Batchelor (Engineering)
- William Ralph Lederman (Law)
- Patricia Monture-Angus (Law)
- Elizabeth Smith (Health Sciences)

A brief bio for each is available on the Principal’s Office website (queensu.ca/principal) and will be featured in the new $10 bill, visit the Bank of Canada website (bankofcanada.ca).

The terms of reference for the program, and further details about the committee, are available on the Principal’s Office website (queensu.ca/principal).

The $10 bill features an image of Viola Desmond, who was a Canadian woman to be featured on a regularly circulating banknote. She is best known for her refusal to accept racial segregation in a Nova Scotia movie theatre in 1946. She was also an entrepreneur and civil rights activist and over the years, her defiance has resonated with Canadians and was an inspiration for racial equality.

Barbara Crow, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science, and Jonathan Rose, a professor in the Department of Political Studies, were members of an expert panel in the selection process. Both say this note marks a turning point in Canada’s narrative.

“What I think is incredible about the choice is that all of us can stand up to injustice, and she did. Every single Canadian can stand up,” she says. “The other women [who were considered], they had lots of expertise, deep experience, in something that not all of us can attain but all of us can stand up to injustice.”
Welcoming Indigenous staff voices

BY PHIL GAUDREAUX, SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

In recent years, Queen’s has been devoting additional resources to supporting and recruiting Indigenous students at Queen’s. This effort has only increased since the release of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission task force report, which featured multiple recommendations (6, 9, and 14) centred on hiring more Indigenous staff and offering greater support to students.

The Gazette sat down with some new members of the Queen’s community (or, in some cases, familiar faces in new places).

Office of Indigenous Initiatives

Haley Cochrane, Coordinator

Job number one for Kanonshehongkwa (Julie Dore, Oneida Nation) was to fulfill her mandate.

Haley Cochrane was the first person she hired, in May 2018. Prior to joining Queen’s, Ms. Cochrane worked at another Ontario university in an Indigenous recruiting capacity.

“When I saw this position, it was appealing because of all the Indigenous work happening at Queen’s and the momentum that has already been built,” she says. “It has been a pleasant surprise to see just how much is going on here, and how many allies there are. That kind of commitment makes the work more fulfilling.”

Since that time, Ms. Cochrane has been instrumental in the recruitment of a Cultural Advisor and a Knowledge Keeper to the Office of Indigenous Initiatives, and spearheading many other events and initiatives such as the recent Indigenous Knowledge Symposium.

Ms. Cochrane was raised in Whitby and she is of mixed ancestry. Her father is from England, and her mother is Algonquin from Pikwakagan First Nation (Golden Lake), in the Ottawa Valley area. Haley is a member of the Bear clan.

Clockwise from top left, are: Cortney Clark, Indigenous Access and Recruitment Coordinator, Faculty of Health Sciences; Haley Cochrane, Coordinator, Office of Indigenous Initiatives; Grey Thunderbird (Tim Yearington), Knowledge Keeper; Adamina Partridge, Indigenous Events & Programs Coordinator; Keira LaPierre, Indigenous Recruitment Representative, Four Directions; and Te howis kwunt (Allen Doxtator), Cultural Advisor.

Te howis kwunt (Allen Doxtator), Cultural Advisor

Te howis kwunt (Allen Doxtator) sees his role as focused on education, and bridging the divide between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Peoples.

“There has to be a lot more opportunities for Indigenous Peoples to teach at schools so that people are more aware of the truth of what has happened to Indigenous Peoples in Canada,” he says. “We are not trying to make people be oppressed by what we’re saying – we are trying to make people understand why we are oppressed. We need to be able to pull ourselves together – both Indigenous Peoples and settlers – and stand up for each other, and support each other.”

To that end, Mr. Doxtator is encouraging Indigenous Peoples on campus to share their stories and ensure their stories are presented in their own words. He also encourages non-Indigenous People to speak up and take action to support Indigenous Peoples, rather than dwell in the past or take pity.

“I am a strong believer in change and being able to make ourselves change, especially as Indigenous People,” he says. “We can make ourselves not feel that oppression of colonization, and it can make us grow into a better and stronger people and find our way back to our way of life.”

Mr. Doxtator originates from Oneida First Nation of the Thames near London, and is a member of the Bear Clan. He brings more than 45 years of experience as a social worker and in related fields to his role at Queen’s.

Grey Thunderbird (Tim Yearington), Knowledge Keeper

“It’s about helping people learn and remember,” Grey Thunderbird (Tim Yearington) says of his new role. “It’s about helping people learn and remember the traditional ways, which are really about being better people.”

In his first few weeks, Mr. Yearington has had many opportunities to do this. He has helped host education sessions with staff, advisory sessions with PhD candidates conducting Indigenous research, and participated in recent Indigenous events on campus such as the Knowledge Symposium and Research Workshop. But the process is not always so formal.

“Sometimes we just meet people out and about and have conversations with them about what they’re going through, what they’re struggling with, or what they want to learn,” he says. “In the academic environment, which is about head space and intellectual thinking, we try to balance that out by helping people understand how to learn through their hearts, their being, and their spirit. We also help people break down their fears and barriers so they can learn about traditional Indigenous knowledge and let go of their preconceived notions.”

Mr. Yearington is Algonquin-Métis from Kitchian (the Ottawa Valley). He previously worked for Correctional Services Canada in Kingston.

Faculty Resources

Cortney Clark, Indigenous Access and Recruitment Coordinator, Faculty of Health Sciences

Ms. Clark says. “For instance, we are trying to make people understand why we are oppressed. We need to be able to pull ourselves together – both Indigenous Peoples and settlers – and stand up for each other, and support each other.”

There are so many exciting things going on within our faculty – both Indigenous and non-Indigenous initiatives – to address gaps within higher education,” Ms. Clark says. “For instance, later this month we are hosting the National Indigenous Health Sciences Circle to demonstrate our allyship and leadership on this important topic, aimed at driving greater representation of Indigenous Peoples among the health professions in Canada.”

Ms. Clark is of Mohawk descent and is a member of the Wahta Mohawk Territory in Northern Ontario.

Four Directions Indigenous Support

Adamina Partridge, Indigenous Events & Programs Coordinator

Adamina Partridge’s first couple of months at Four Directions have been busy.

In addition to the re-opening of Four Directions following its expansion and renovation, Ms. Partridge has been organizing a number of cultural events including an exercise event based on Indigenous powwow dancing and a traditional Anishnaabe hand drum-making workshop.

She was Inuk from Kuujjuaq, Quebec, though she has lived among various Indigenous communities growing up. She hopes to bring some of her culture into the programming mix at Four Directions.

“We are hoping to have an Inuit feast coming up if we can get some northern foods in, such as caribou, and possibly some Inuit events next semester,” she says.

Ms. Partridge also notes she has had the opportunity to share her culture with students, and learn from them. One Inuit student at Queen’s has expanded her knowledge on traditional sewing projects, for example.

Keira LaPierre, Indigenous Recruitment Representative

While recruiters such as Ms. Clark focus on specific programs and faculties, Keira LaPierre helps to paint the overall picture of Queen’s Indigenous supports for prospective students.

Ms. LaPierre’s role connects her most frequently with high school students considering Queen’s. Her expertise mainly lies in the Indigenous admission policy at Queen’s, and in explaining the university’s Indigenous support resources including Four Directions.

“Indigenous students want to know about services we provide and ensure they won’t be disconnected from community during their time here, especially if they have strong ties and may be leaving home for the first time,” she says. “Having a centre like Four Directions is very beneficial to these students, and we want to ensure they access the people and spaces we have here.”

Ms. LaPierre is not on campus much throughout the fall, as she is mainly on the road giving presentations and speaking with prospective students and their families. Her work takes her as far as Yellowknife, in Northern Ontario, though most of her time is spent in eastern and southern Ontario.

Ms. LaPierre is Algonquin, with her father hailing from the Golden Lake area near Pembroke.
Celebrating convocation at Queen’s

BY COMMUNICATIONS STAFF

The weather was chilly but it was warm inside Grant Hall as Fall Convocation took place Nov. 13-15, with two ceremonies being held each day.

Along with hundreds of graduates receiving their degrees, Queen’s University conferred two honorary degrees.

During the second convocation ceremony, an honorary degree was bestowed upon Sylvia Maracle (Skonaganlehra), Executive Director of the Ontario Federation of Indigenous Friendship Centres (OFIFC) and an advocate for advancements in justice, health, employment, housing, poverty, and women’s issues for urban Indigenous peoples.

The honorary degree recipient during the fifth ceremony was Reeta Roy, President and CEO of the Mastercard Foundation, a leading philanthropic organization focused on financial inclusion and youth learning initiatives. The private foundation forges partnerships with a diverse range of visionary organizations and is initiating large-scale projects, such as the $500 million Scholars Program, of which Queen’s University is a partner institution.

Convocation at Queen’s University is a big life moment, not only for the graduates, but also for their friends, supports and families. Each ceremony is filled with smiles of pride, a few tears, the occasional yell of encouragement, and memories that will last a lifetime.

Honorary degree recipient Sylvia Maracle (Skonaganlehra) stands with, from left: Principal and Vice-Chancellor Daniel Woolf; Chancellor Jim Leech; Rector Alex da Silva; and Vice-Provost and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies Fahim Quadir on Tuesday, Nov. 13.

Honorary degree recipient Reeta Roy, President and CEO of the Mastercard Foundation, speaks to the graduates during the morning convocation ceremony on Thursday, May 15.
Meeting new faculty: Ricard Gil

This profile is part of a series highlighting some of the new faculty members who have recently joined the Queen’s community. The university is currently in the midst of the principal’s faculty renewal plans, which will see 200 new faculty members hired over five years.

Ricard Gil (Smith School of Business) sat down with the Gazette to talk about his experience so far. Dr. Gil is an associate professor of business economics.

BY PHIL GAUDREAU, SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Tell us a bit about your academic journey.
I completed my PhD at the University of Chicago. My first job was at University of California in Santa Cruz – which was a lovely place to be, at least for a little while. I recommend Northern California to everyone.

While at UCSC, I took a one-year hiatus to complete a post-doctoral fellowship at Harvard Business School. I was offered tenure at Santa Cruz, but made what might be considered an unconventional decision… I instead took an offer without tenure at Johns Hopkins University. I was single and young back then, so it made sense at the time.

In between, I took a year off and visited the MIT Sloan School of Management and the Department of Management at the London School of Economics. Hopkins was a good experience as I had never taught in graduate programs before. I also met my wife and started my family in Baltimore.

I have lived in three different time zones since moving to North America – it has been an interesting journey so far!

What are you researching right now?
My scope of research has to do with firm behaviour. It’s all about governance.

The idea is, for very simple transactions like you and I going to the grocery store… there’s no governance for that. Why? Because it is very simple. You go to the store, you buy a product, they give you a receipt which is a contract that states if the product is not in good condition you can bring it back.

The world is not always characterized by these very simple transactions – especially when you have firm to firm, firm to government, or government to individual relationships. The complexities can come from the fact there are more than two parties involved, or how to define the limitations and the contributions of each party. You need to establish a good governance model in these cases.

I study how transaction characteristics drive the adoption of different governance models. I have studied it in the airline, movie, and TV industries… and I once even studied dry cleaning.

How did you decide this was what interested you, and that you wanted to research it?
You are basically able to observe the same sort of transaction, under the same circumstances, and understand why the diversity of governance models happens. I find that interesting.

I always thought that, through the study of many years, one comes out with many questions which others might not be reflecting on. I like to communicate those.

If I get to shake students out of their comfort zone and make them think in a way that is not conventional, it’s a good day. That’s what keeps it interesting.

What do you do for fun?
I am a soccer fan – I root for Barcelona. I like sports in general – European football tends to drive me.

I like to travel. I watch a lot of movies and shows – not as much as I used to, with young kids I don’t travel as much anymore, and don’t get to watch movies in-flight. Having said that, I just finished the latest season of House of Cards. I am always looking for new shows.

How did you decide Queen’s was the right fit for you?
While I was at Hopkins, I came to Queen’s for a research seminar. I met some people and liked my experience here. There was a job opening a few months later and some of the people I met encouraged me to apply.

Kingston seemed more attractive than Baltimore, and the university’s student profile made it seem like a pretty good deal. So my family moved to Kingston in May – mainly to avoid moving during winter! My wife is happy, my four-year-old is enjoying his school, and our nine-month-old doesn’t seem to mind.

I am looking forward to teaching next year once it is determined who I am teaching. I hear very good things about Smith undergraduate.

In the meantime, I am helping the school with some committee work, getting ready for winter, and conducting some research and supporting my colleagues’ research. And I am once again navigating the bureaucracy to obtain Canadian permanent residency – I currently hold Spanish and U.S. citizenship.
Cultivating ‘whole person’ education at Queen’s

BY CHERYL CLINE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL AND MOLECULAR SCIENCES

Here at Queen’s, we have a strong culture of collective responsibility for student learning that transcends disciplines. The elaboration of common learning outcomes, creation of a narrative dedicated to cognitive skill-building, and launch of an experiential learning hub are just three recent initiatives that embody this cosmopolitan spirit. Pan-university projects such as these invite us to reflect on shared education goals as a community and to re-think our teaching in light of them. These initiatives have re-animated my own interest in fundamental questions about the goals of higher education and the role of ongoing discourse. What nobody tells you about being a perfectionist in university

The following article was first published on the Centre for Teaching and Learning’s Teaching Talks blog (sass.queensu.ca/category/blog/).

BY VERONICA SEWELSKI, NURSING, CLASS OF 2021

I guess you could say that I’ve been a perfectionist for as long as I can remember. I was raised with the mentality that if something was not perfect, you start again (and again, and again...). This mindset has stuck with me my whole life. Before coming to Queen’s, this trait was quite beneficial for me: I got really good grades, I was very involved in the curricular, and I was well-liked by teachers and employers. I’m sure a lot of you grew up this way too. Last year, in my first year of university, I quickly felt totally overwhelmed by life and school. I was like a new mini-adult who had responsibilities like making sure I ate enough veggies that day, and that I had clean underewear for tomorrow. I felt like I had to socialize all the time so people would like me. I was also here for school, so I had to make sure that I kept up with the giant workload that comes with being a university student. And, of course, perfectionist me wanted to excel at all of those things. I soon learned that life at Queen’s can feel like it’s on hyper-speed. I simply couldn’t keep up. The ways I had done things my whole life were now being tested and I had to adjust quickly if I didn’t want to crash and burn. Now in my second year, I learned and regularly apply a lot of lessons about how to achieve the things I want without letting my perfectionism become a burden. Here are some strategies I’ve learned and that you can try too:

1. Let things go

Being a perfectionist means that you can be quite stubborn. You won’t quit until something is perfect. That’s useful when you’re dealing with a tough course, but it can actually be bad in some situations. For example, when writing an essay, it is so easy to keep editing because you feel like your writing just isn’t perfect enough. I’ve learned that at university, writing is never going to be perfect. Your prof will always have feedback on how to improve your thinking and writing. If you are going to lose hours of sleep over fixing that essay, it is not worth it. You need to simply let it go—use your time thinking about your prof’s feedback and how to improve next time. I’m making this sound dramatic, but letting go for the first time is hard for a lot of perfectionists. I can promise you, though, you will be glad you got those extra hours of sleep.

2. Prioritize

So you have a quiz tomorrow morning that is worth 2 per cent of your grade, and a midterm later that afternoon for another class that is worth 30 per cent? When it comes to university, you have to be realistic with your priorities. Don’t stay up until 3 am studying for that measly quiz when clearly the midterm is a lot more important. Maybe you have to sacrifice a good quiz mark to get a good midterm mark. This is okay. No priorities will make things the hectic midterm season, when everything is due at once, a lot less stressful. You should also prioritize your courses, too. If your long-term goal is to go to medical school, you should be putting more of your focus on your biology course than your film elective. Decide which is most important to you and stick with it: you’ll look back and thank yourself later!

3. Accept help

I used to be the type of person that never asked for help. I always felt like I didn’t want to bother anyone and I could eventually just figure things out on my own. However, university can be really hard and sometimes you just need to let others help you. Whether that’s asking a friend to explain a math concept to you, talking to a prof or TA, or taking advantage of the school’s many academic support services (like SASS), you will save so much time and in the end, probably do a much better job than if you tried to do things on your own.

4. Learn from your mistakes

This has truly been the biggest life lesson I’ve gotten from being here. As a perfectionist, you’re simply not used to losing or having things not go the way you wanted them to. Now that you’ve let go of some of your perfectionist tendencies, embrace the losses. You have to realize that with every mistake, you need to look on the bright side and see what you can learn from the situation. You did not get a poor grade in a paper or test—and it will happen to everyone at university level—seek help, reflect on the feedback you’ve received, and make a plan for improving your work next time. Having this attitude has truly made my life more positive and helped me avoid burn-out and stress caused by my perfectionism.

So there you have it, my fellow perfectionists. As hard as it sounds, it’s so important to let go of the incredibly high standards that you hold for yourself. But trust me, you will thank yourself in the long run.

Coming to Queen’s doesn’t mean that you have to stop trying as hard as you used to, it just means that you have to shift your focus to the bigger picture. Take that passion that you have for everything you do and use it to your advantage. You’re going to do amazing things with it one day. I believe in you.
Entering the U.S. education market

Continuing Teacher Education Office at Queen's University now offers courses for teachers in the United States

BY ANDREW CARROLL, GAZETTE EDITOR

A leader in online professional development for teachers in Ontario for more than 20 years, and more recently in British Columbia, the Continuing Teacher Education Office at Queen’s University is now expanding into the United States market.

It is increasingly mandatory in many states for teachers to complete Continuing Teacher and Leadership Education (CTLE) courses to maintain their licenses. Seeing a massive opportunity for growth, the CTE Office created courses with the United States teacher in mind, based around what is known as Common Core Standards. The CTE Office is now an approved CTLE sponsor in New York state.

As with the Ontario and B.C. programming, these new courses make use of the Faculty of Education’s instructional strengths and leadership in research, while providing an online platform that allows users to develop new skills, collect valuable resources, share ideas, and collaborate with a community of learners. Many comparable programs utilize Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), says Nathan Cheney, Business Developer in the Professional Studies Office. These courses provide the required content and, once complete, a certificate is awarded. In contrast, all Queen’s courses are instructor-led. The courses are supported by current research but also based in practice, designed with the working teacher in mind.

“This offers an opportunity to be different from a lot of the other professional development courses.

All of our courses have up-to-date research that is written by experts in the field,” Cheney says. “Our courses are written by teachers for teachers. These aren’t courses that are designed to give you overarching theories. They are designed to be directly applicable to something the teachers can use in the classroom, which is an important feature.”

The first courses – Teaching Mathematics in Elementary Schools and Teaching English Language Learners – started being offered Nov. 12.

Another important component is that the Queen’s courses also create a “community of learners,” through open discussions with instructors as well as fellow teachers.

“In my opinion, the best thing about these courses is the discussion component,” Cheney says. “We will have 15 or 20 teachers in a class and in doing so they must interact with each other, which means they are setting up a community of learners, they are setting up a resource group,” Cheney says. “The courses are designed so that participants are sharing their resources as part of the discussion board. So not only are you walking away with the resources you get from the expert instructor, you are walking away with resources from all these other instructors who are in the class with you.”

As seen in the Ontario and B.C. courses these networks can continue long after the course is complete. The interactive nature of the courses also allows variety of perspectives to be voiced, says Jessica Della-Latta, Executive Director of Professional and Non-Credit Programs at the Faculty of Education.

“What’s great about the courses being online is you can get so many perspectives. You can have a seasoned inner city teacher and a new rural teacher sharing their point of view and experiences,” says Della-Latta. “You get a richness of all these perspectives which creates the opportunity for problem-solving, creativity and new outlooks to challenges. In the Ontario and B.C. courses professional friendships develop and the mutual support that is so important within the course continues long after the course ends. It’s not only setting up an expert level course that is written and designed for them, it’s setting up an opportunity for them to connect with resources from across the country that they can lean on throughout their careers.”

For more information or to register, visit the CTE website (coursestforteachers.ca/us).
Breaking new ground at intersection of AI and law

BY COMMUNICATIONS STAFF

Conflict Analytics is taking off. “It’s hard to describe how fast this is growing,” says Samuel Dahan, Assistant Professor at Queen’s Faculty of Law and head of its nascent Conflict Analytics Lab.

Conflict Analytics is a notion that began with Dahan before he joined Queen’s, and that has grown rapidly since then. “The idea of extracting data from negotiation settlements and cases, converting it to knowledge that is understandable and can be acted on, and using that to help people not only in legal practice is one I’ve been intrigued by since my time as a PhD student at Cambridge, and then while I was at the Court of Justice of the European Union,” he says. “It’s not just a question of creating information of use to lawyers, but also providing guidance for parties and organizations involved in a dispute, such as consumer or employment negotiation.”

Dahan brought this idea to Queen’s when he joined the faculty in 2017, having already found collaborators, including Jonathan Touboul of the College de France; Aymeric De Moncuit of the Court of Justice of the European Union; Maxime Cohen of NYU Stern; Colin Rule, founder of eBay’s online dispute resolution platform; and David Restrepo Amaniles of HEC Paris. While the idea behind the project has remained consistent, the list of collaborators has continued to grow. The Conflict Analytics Lab, the first of its kind, now has the largest consortium of experts on data analytics and dispute resolution.

Through a partnership with the Smith Scotiabank Centre for Customer Analytics and the Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, a team of more than 25 law students and data scientists is working feverishly on data entry and coding in order to develop an open source AI-trial in small claims in Ontario. This digital dispute-resolution platform would be aimed at providing predictive legal services and negotiation support for self-represented litigants. There are several applications of the technology, for instance, dispute resolution, consumer complaints, contract negotiations and trademark analysis. “To take an example,” Dahan continues, “look at consumer disputes. Companies spend excessive amounts of money to solve customer disputes, and struggle to build consistent dispute-resolution processes. We are collaborating with several industries, including the hospitality and banking sectors, to develop a cutting-edge neural network system. We’re going to use it to analyze this vast volume of information so that we can start to provide guidance for customer services on what happens in some cases, as well as identifying best practices for resolving disputes.”

“Conflict Analytics is working on. “That’s the philosophy that also drives the idea of a tool for an open AI solution tribunal, as well as a system to let us see whether Canadian, French and European case law is consistent.” Dahan says.

On a smaller scale, the lab is currently using cutting-edge text analytics to help one of the largest train builders in the world to improve their contract drafting and negotiation strategies. “This is a smaller project, but one that will really serve as a proof of result for the project,” Dahan says. “We are taking past negotiations over contracts in this specific industry, building a database, and then moving on to analytics that will help administrators enter into contracts with a solid idea of what has resulted in success in the past.”

Beyond these direct applications, the Conflict Analytics Lab is also serving as an incubator, creating a home for legal technology entrepreneurs to foster and grow their own projects.

“We’re excited to be creating an ecosystem for future projects,” Dahan says. “Mariella Montplaisir, an adjunct professor at the University of Ottawa, is working with us on her Solvr project, an online dispute-resolution system, and we are looking forward to more partnerships like this in the future.”

All of this, of course, involves substantial research – and will generate some foundational work on data analysis and dispute resolution in the academic sphere. “As an academic, I’m excited at the potential here to produce substantial work that will extend the benefits of the project far beyond our collaborators and to an international audience of scholars dealing with both the issues surrounding labour law, and also how data and analytics can fuel a better understanding of our field,” Dahan says.

That, in turn, will fuel the final mandate of the lab: education. “This brings us full circle,” Dahan says. “We’re creating practical tools for the legal and other industries, but are we informing them? This work can create powerful ways for people to understand and use data, but the education component of this is vital and cannot be overlooked. Beyond the tools, there are opportunities here to educate the next generation of lawyers, negotiators and mediators. At the end of the day, meaningful work is about change, and change is something that has to happen at the user level.”

The project is also creating opportunities for students: Maddy Liqueornik (Law’20), and Shane Liquornik (Law’20), are two of Dahan’s first hires as research assistants for the project.

“It’s exciting as students to have the opportunity to play a role in shaping the way in which technology and law can interact and advance the field of dispute resolution,” they say. “As next-generation lawyers, the lab has exposed us to the benefits of embracing innovations in the legal field.”

Bill Flanagan, Dean of Queen’s Law, is delighted with the Lab and its remarkable progress since Dahan’s arrival at Queen’s. “Samuel has taken a leadership role in creating a space where we are leveraging both technology and creative thinking in developing highly innovative and low-cost ways to deliver legal services,” he says. “The lab is putting Queen’s Law on the forefront of thinking and research on the application of AI to dispute resolution, developments that hold major potential to address some of the chronic access-to-justice challenges in Canada and around the world.” Learn more about the Conflict Analytics Lab (conflictanalytics.queenslaw.ca).
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A journey of remembrance

BY COMMUNICATIONS STAFF

A group of 110 students and faculty from the Bader International Study Centre (BISC) travelled to the French town of Vimy on a cold, wet, and windy Nov. 11, as the world marked the 100th anniversary of the end of the First World War.

Today, the Canadian National Vimy Memorial, Canada’s largest overseas war memorial, sits at the highest point of the Vimy Ridge and commemorates not only the Battle of Vimy Ridge (April 9-12, 1917) but all Canadian Expeditionary Force members killed during the First World War, including those with no known resting place.

While students from the BISC have been travelling to the memorial on or around Remembrance Day for the past several years, this is the first year that the BISC Chamber and Open Choir have been invited to participate in the Remembrance Day ceremony.

The BISC’s 40-strong choir, robed and sporting their BISC scarves, was afforded the honour of leading a procession of pipers and local dignitaries to the memorial site. The choir sang two moving excerpts from Requiem by Eleanor Daly, a Canadian composer and Queen’s University graduate. As the rain came down in earnest, soloist soprano and BISC Musician-in-Residence, Dian Gilchrist also sang Mozart’s Laudate Dominum from his Solemn Vespers.

Three BISC students, Wyatt Mann, Harriet Wright, and Sarah Dulmage, laid a wreath during the ceremony on behalf of the BISC and Queen’s University. They were chosen from dozens of applicants for their outstanding submissions on the subject of what laying a wreath at the Vimy Memorial would mean to them and their families.

“This opportunity, I take great pride in being able to represent those who have come before me. My great-grandfather Charlie Wright fought in World War One and took part in the Battle of Vimy Ridge,” says Dulmage. “My family is composed of many military personnel, so to me, laying the wreath meant giving the ultimate thanks to my family who have served and allowed me to be who I am and where I am today.”

Choir member and BISC 100 lecturer Beth Richan says she was proud seeing such a mix of generations and a sea of Canadian red poppies in the assembled crowd as the bugler played The Last Post.

“What struck me from speaking to the students afterwards was just how many of them expressed that being present was not only very important to them personally, but would be hugely significant for their parents and grandparents too,” she says.

Student Jake Kidd was one of many who searched the thousands of names etched into the Vimy Memorial on behalf of their families and found a relative, his great uncle.

Following the ceremony, each student was presented with a commemorative Vimy pin and poppy. The students then visited the acute gate Memorial to the Missing.

The trip to Vimy was the culmination of an entire term’s worth of opportunities to learn more about the history and experience of war. On Nov. 7 and 8, approximately 125 students attended performances of Lest We Forget at Hastings’ Stable Theatre. This contemporary production is based on stories from survivors of the Great War from East Susses and weaves readings, poems, and songs from the era into the narrative. In addition, the Castle Readings group has chosen the First World War novel Strange Meeting by Susan Hill as their book for the fall term.

Back in the UK, the students will have the opportunity to reflect further on their experiences with a concert at the Castle on Sunday, Nov. 25 in honour of the 80th anniversary of Alfred Bader’s participation in the Kindertransport of 1938. Dr. Bader, along with some 10,000 other Jewish children, was evacuated to the safety of the UK from Nazi-occupied Austria.


Wednesday, Nov. 28

Lin Li, Mining Engineering, ‘Study of Kinetics and Mechanism of Pyrite Oxidation in Sulphuric Acid Solution’.

Supervisor: A. Ghahreman, 350 Goodwin Hall, 9 am.

Thursday, Nov. 29


Supervisor: S. Srivastava, DS28 MacCorry Hall, 12 pm.

Thursday, Nov. 29

Josephine Nielsen, Philosophy, ‘Interests and Rights: Minorities Communities, Parents and Children’.

Supervisor: W. Kymlicka, 307 Watson Hall, 10 am.


Supervisor: E.M. MacDonald, 4028 Gordon Hall, 3 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 30

Bruno Adrian Svajger, Biomedical and Molecular Sciences, ‘Impact of Vascular Calcification on the Regulation of Circulating Minerals and Hormones in Experimental Chronic Kidney Disease’. Supervisors: M.A. Adams; R.M. Holden, 563 Botterell Hall, 1:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 4

Ram Prasad Lamsal, Chemistry, ‘Exploration of New Applications of ICPS to Fuel Cell Electrochemistry’.

Supervisor: D. Beauchemin, 300 Chernoff Hall, 9 am.

Monday, Dec. 10


Supervisors: D.A. Klinger; P.M.K. Chin, A115 McArthur Hall, 1 pm.

Monday, Dec. 10


Thursday, Dec. 13

Drew MacDonald, English Language and Literature, ‘DeQuincey and the Christian Experience: The Feeling of Struggle, Depravity and Doubt’. Supervisors: R.J.H. Morrison; J. Pierce, 419 Kingston Hall, 2:30 pm.

Monday, Dec. 17


Monday, Dec. 17


Tuesday, Dec. 18

Sara Hadi Dastjerdi, Pathology & Molecular Medicine, ‘Co-Regulation of the Cytochrome P450 2A1 Gene in a Model of Kidney Fibrosis by 1,15-dihydroxyvitamin D3 and Growth Factors’. Supervisor: P.M. Petkovich, 126 Bracken Library, 9:30 am.
How sex and gender influence how we vote

We must consider how voters identify themselves in terms of gender to truly understand how women and men think about politics

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the original article at theconversation.ca.

BY ELIZABETH GOODYEAR-GRAF
AND AMANDA BITTNER

Leading up to the recent mid-term elections in the United States, pundits predicted women voters and candidates would alter the race. There were, in fact, historic changes as more women than ever gained seats in U.S. Congress, breaking the 100-seat barrier. The winners included two Muslim women and two Native American women, both historic firsts.

However, as we unpack and explain voting patterns, the narrative must move beyond stereotypical and biologically grounded explanations that focus on men and women as voting blocs. Instead, we must ask how gender orientations condition men’s and women’s politics.

Several lessons from our ongoing research are instructive: First, gender strongly conditions the impact of sex on the vote. By “gender,” we mean the extent to which men and women identify with masculinity and femininity as sets of roles, traits and ideals. The impact of gender on the vote differs from the effect of sex alone, in part because sex does not determine where you place yourself on a masculinity/femininity continuum.

Why some men are more liberal

Our work on measuring sex and gender in survey research, published last year in Political Behavior, shows that men who do not strongly identify with hypermasculinity are equally or more liberal than women on various issues, from same-sex marriage to social spending. This implies that moderately masculine men, so to speak, are not in the Republican orbit because they do not share the party’s positions on the issues that defined the 2018 midterms: Immigration, gun rights, Brett Kavanaugh and the backlash against so-called “identity politics.”

In fact, all respondents whose gender self-placement veers from the most masculine or feminine endpoints of the scale tend to be more politically moderate than the hyper-masculine and hyper-feminine identifiers. This means that highly feminine women — those who possess very traditional gender identities — are more conservative on some issues, including workplace discrimination, and are indeed open to the Republican platform.

The general message here is not novel in its recognition of multiple and cross-cutting identities and their importance to voting. Race, socioeconomic status and religion, for example, are other important influences on the vote.

What is novel about our research is that it identifies the patterns from an overlooked aspect of identity — gender. Sex and gender tend to be treated as synonymous both in “real life” and in research. Disentangling them is revealing the ways that our biology affects our behaviour less than previously thought.

Gender not a factor for some

The second big message coming from our research is that we must stop automatically treating gender as a “first-order” or “meta” identity that eclipses all other identities. For some voters, gender is not a strong pull on the vote or on political attitudes. Our research published last year in the Canadian Journal of Political Science finds that there are few male-female gaps in attitudes, and presumably voting, among people for whom gender is not important.

It’s only among those for whom gender is highly salient (and this is the case for a lot of people) that sex and gender have the potential to create gaps in attitudes and votes, producing a chasm in the electorate.

In the context of the 2018 midterms, a key observation is that sex and gender are more prominent in some campaigns than others.

Sometimes gender-based issues are at the top of the agenda, or high proportions of women candidates run. This can cue voters to think about gender issues when making their vote choices, a process called priming.

This helps explain the large partisan gaps between men and women and the unprecedented showing of women candidates in 2018. A record number of women candidates ran and won, and media, think tanks, researchers and political parties spent a lot of time discussing the anticipated “pink wave.”

#MeToo movement in play

What’s more, voters went to the polls soon after a Supreme Court confirmation process fought nearly exclusively over allegations that nominee Brett Kavanaugh had sexually assaulted several women. And this came after a year of intensive public ac-
Dedicated to helping through the United Way

As a professor in the Department of Geography and Planning, David Gordon, teaches planning history, community design, and urban development. Throughout his career he has been active in the Queen's and Kingston communities.

This year he joined the Queen's United Way Committee as the Faculty Representative.

Recently, he sat down with the Gazette to talk about how he got involved with the United Way and why more community members should throw their support behind the fundraising organization.

How did you first get involved with the United Way?

A wonderful professor, Dr. John Coleman, was head of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics for many years and my former calculus teacher. He recruited me to assist with a charity he helped establish in the late 1970s that is now called Lunch by George. We serve meals to people who are homeless or have other issues in the downtown.

Lunch by George operates from St. George’s Hall at Johnson and Wellington streets, and had been funded on an emergency basis for many years by colleagues of Dr. Coleman’s. After I joined the board as the treasurer, we looked at what they were doing and realized this is the type of agency that the United Way supports and we needed the operating support that only the United Way can provide. The United Way can raise funds to support the operating costs of good work.

So I helped Lunch by George apply to the United Way. It’s a lot of work to become a United Way agency and our students in the School of Urban and Regional Planning’s social planning field helped with the original research studies. To get funding from United Way you have to quite rigorously prove that you are helping people. We had to prove that we were changing people’s lives, which turned out to be quite useful for other fundraising and sharpening our own work, by thinking about what we are doing, that is effective and transformative.

What do you get out of taking part in the Queen’s United Way Committee?

This is my first year. I have been delighted to help Queen’s understand how United Way is a powerful force for good in our community. I’m not hesitant in sharing that message both from my personal experience from working with a social agency but also from my professional experience as a planner, watching what it takes to support a healthy community. As a professor of urban planning, you look at the way a community functions and it is easy to see that the United Way does an immense amount of good.

Having been a long-time supporter of the United Way, what are some of trends that you have seen over the years in terms of support and needs?

What I’ve seen, and admire very, very much, is the way the United Way has progressed from being simply a coordinated fundraising campaign, which is quite important, to leading social planning in the community. The United Way is coordinating agencies and service delivery in the areas of greatest need in the Kingston region. For example, I am particularly impressed by their program called Success By 6, which turns out to be quite useful for other fundraising and sharpening our own work, by thinking about what we are doing, that is effective and transformative.

What would you say to someone in the Queen’s or Kingston communities who is thinking about supporting the United Way?

I think the United Way is the single most effective agency involved in fundraising in the community. It is very efficient, with a low proportion of fundraising costs and therefore distributes most of the money it raises to agencies. In fact, the United Way KFL&A recently was included in MoneySense’s Charity 100 for 2019 based on its financial efficiency and transparency.

To get United Way agency funding you have to prove that you are being effective in improving people’s lives. For that reason I think they are a good steward of our donations. People are also surprised at the broad reach of the human service supports that United Way provides in our community and to learn that you can also target part of your gift to an agency that you admire. For example, I designate part of my gift to Pathways for Education, rather than having to write separate cheques as a donation.

To have one consolidated fundraising campaign is a smart thing, and that is why it has been going on since the 1940s. But it’s also an efficient and effective thing to do.

For our institution, we are proud that Queen’s is the largest workplace campaign contributor to the United Way KFL&A. However, we observe that our participation rate has been drifting down a little bit since the introduction of the online payroll system a few years ago. Online giving is easier but many of us seem to have lost track of our gift, now that we no longer get an itemized monthly pay stub on paper.

My appeal for everyone is to please check that you are actually still giving the donation that we remember. We get one consolidated charitable donation total in our Queen’s T4 summary, so it’s hard to be sure what we are giving unless you check queensu.ca/unitedway. We hope that if more people do that we will get our participation back up.

The Queen’s United Way Campaign Committee has set a fundraising goal of $330,177 for this year’s campaign in support of United Way of Kingston, Frontenac, Lennox and Addington. Last year, more than 58,000 people benefited from United Way KFL&A-funded programs.

Queen’s community members can back the United Way through payroll deduction, a one-time gift, credit card, cheque or cash.

To make a donation online through the United Way’s ePledge system, simply go to queensu.ca/unitedway and fill out the forms. Please note that if you donated last year and selected the auto-renewal action, no further action is required unless you would like to change your donation.
Mission Impossible: Energy policy in Canada
Warren Mabee holds the Canada Research Chair (Tier 2) in Renewable Energy Development and Implementation. He is Assistant Professor with a joint appointment to the School of Policy Studies and the Department of Geography, and cross appointment to the School of Environmental Studies. He is Director of the Queen's Institute for Energy and Environmental Policy (QIEP). His research focuses on the interface between renewable energy policy and technologies, with particular emphasis on wood energy and biofuels. His interests also include environmental policy, international approaches to renewable energy development, and commercialization of new products and processes. Robert Sutherland Hall, rm. 202

Monday, Dec. 3, 3-5:30 pm
Presentations and Reception for Dr. Susan Bartels

Lecture and Reception for Dr. Susan Bartels, Tuesday, Dec. 4, 4-6 pm
San Bartels (Department of Emergency Medicine), recipient of the Mihran and Mary Basmajian Award for Excellence in Biomedical/Health Research. Bartels will give a talk on her research "Turning Stories Into Data: Global Health Research at Queen's to Improve Outcomes for Women and Girls in Humanitarian Settings", and a reception in the atrium will immediately follow the lecture. Everyone is welcome, but please RSVP for reception only to Gladys.smith@queensu.ca. Phone 613-533-6627. School of Medicine Lecture Theatre 132A - 15 Arch St.

September, Dec. 8, 7:30 pm
Observatory Open House
Public Observers are an exciting way for the Queen's Observatory to give back to the Kingston community by sharing our knowledge and facilities to inquiring minds young and old. Our guests are invited to come and experience free of charge the wonders of our Universe from the smallest planets to the largest galaxies! The first part of the Open Houses consists of a presentation on an interesting topic that is accessible to all, for about 30 minutes. After the talk, and weather permitting, we head upstairs to tour the 14-inch telescope in the dome atop Ellis Hall and do some observing! Even if the weather is not favourable and we are not able to do any observing, tours of the facilities upstairs are still offered for those who are interested. Ellis Hall Auditorium

Monday, Dec. 10, 2-3:30 pm
INSIDE AGNES Music and Art Series
Developed by members for members, INSIDE AGNES runs on the second Sunday of each month from September through April. These congenial sessions of music performance, conversation, art and tea are organized by The Agnes Society volunteers, with the stellar team of Alan Grant, Marcia Shannon, Susan Gibbon, Catie Allan, Sandy Fox and others. All are welcome. Free Family Care Drop-In is available in the Studio.

**ACROSS**

**DOWN**

**Sudoku and Crossword solutions on Page 15**
Sheahan steps down as Gaels football head coach

BY COMMUNICATIONS STAFF

After leading the Gaels football program to innumerable successes, highlighted by a 2009 Vanier Cup win, head coach Pat Sheahan will turn over the reins to a new coach for the 2019 season.

“Pat Sheahan has been a tremendous ambassador for the university and a respected and celebrated coach who has led our team to remarkable achievements,” says Leslie Dal Cin, Executive Director, Queen’s Athletics & Recreation. “His contributions to our program are immeasurable and as a result he has cemented his place in Queen’s and U SPORTS history as one of the most accomplished Canadian university football coaches of all time. We are incredibly grateful for his years of dedication to Gaels football. Pat has also been instrumental as a role model and counsellor to his student-athletes who have succeeded on the field as Gaels as well as off the field after they graduated.”

Sheahan led the Gaels for 19 seasons, and has been a U SPORTS head coach for 30 years. In addition to the Vanier Cup win, he guided the team to multiple playoff appearances and has received several coaching awards, including being named the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) coach of the year in 2001, 2007 and 2008, and earning the Frank Tindall Trophy as U SPORTS coach of the year in 2008.

“It has been an honour to lead this team, and hundreds of talented student-athletes, for the past 19 years,” says Sheahan. “I am incredibly proud of all we accomplished during my time at Queen’s, highlighted by our 2009 Vanier Cup win and the 2016 opening of the new Richardson Stadium. I have also had the privilege of working with dozens of dedicated coaches over the years, and know we could not have achieved the successes we did without each and every one of them.”

Sheahan will serve as a special advisor to the department until June 2019. The national search for his successor will commence immediately.

“We are grateful to Pat for staying on as a special advisor as we transition to new leadership; his wealth of knowledge and experience will be invaluable,” says Dal Cin. “We look forward to the search for our next head coach, and to writing the next chapter of our strong and storied Gaels football program.”

The department looks forward to recognizing and celebrating coach Sheahan’s career over the next six months. More details will be shared in the near future once confirmed.
Legislated Rights: Securing Human Rights through Legislation
By Grégoire Webber (Faculty of Law), Paul Yowell, Richard Ekins, Maris Köpcke, Bradley W. Miller, Francisco J. Urquina

The important aspects of human well-being outlined in human rights instruments and constitutional bills of rights can only be adequately secured as and when they are rendered the object of specific rights and corresponding duties. It is often assumed that the main responsibility for specifying the content of such genuine rights lies with courts.

Legislated Rights: Securing Human Rights through Legislation argues against this assumption, by showing how legislatures can and should be at the centre of the practice of human rights.

This jointly authored book explores how and why legislatures, being strategically placed within a system of positive law, can help realise human rights through modes of protection that courts cannot provide by way of judicial review.

NOMINATIONS
Queen’s Senate
The University Secretariat is seeking nominations for two (2) positions on Queen’s Senate:
- 1 staff member, for a three-year term starting Sept. 1, 2019
- 1 faculty member, for a three-year term starting Sept. 1, 2019

The Senate is Queen’s highest academic governing body and makes decisions related to academic development and procedures, research, educational equity, honorary degrees, residence, and scholarships and student aid.

Almost all faculty and staff members at Queen’s can be nominated, or nominate themselves, for Senate. Nomination forms and information about the nomination process are available online at http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/elections or by contacting the University Secretariat at 613-533-6095.

Nominations need to be submitted to the University Secretariat, F300 Mackintosh-Corry Hall by 4 pm on Monday, Dec. 3, 2018.

In recognition of the value that diversity brings to governing bodies and in order to help us achieve the goal of building an inclusive community that reflects the diversity of Canadian society, individuals from equity seeking groups such as women, racialized groups, Indigenous peoples, persons with disabilities, and persons who identify in the LGBTQ+ community are encouraged to apply. Contact the University Secretariat should you have any questions at 613-533-6095 or univsec@queensu.ca.

MEETINGS
Town Hall outlines proposed pension plan changes
Queen’s University, University of Guelph and The University of Toronto, together with their faculty associations, the United Steelworkers (USW) and representatives of the non-unionized employees at the three universities (through the Ontario Association of Non-Unionized University Employees) are working diligently to develop a new pension plan to cover employees at all three universities, the University Pension Plan Ontatio (UPP).

Queen’s University invites all pension plan members to attend one of the following Town Hall information sessions on the proposed changes:
- Nov. 22, All, 10:30 am-12:30 pm, Grant Hall
- Nov. 30, All, 10 am-12 pm, Grant Hall
- Nov. 30, QUFA, 2-4 pm, Grant Hall
- Dec. 14, Pensioners, 1-2:30 pm, Ellis Auditorium (following the Queen’s Pension Plan AGM)
Happy Holidays from Queen's Athletics and Recreation

Give the Gift of Activity!

Winter Break Camps
Q Camps is offering three active and fun camps for kids age 4 - 13!

January 2 - 4, 2019
Three days only $100!
(Single day options available)

Get Active at the ARC
Purchase a 2019 ARC membership today and receive the month of December 2018 for FREE!*